“SECOND SUN” DATA
SECOND SUN Physical & ORBITAL Data
For all the amateur astronomers as we are
With a new proof the happenings are lasting

“NIBIRU NOW THE REAL TRUTH”

SECOND SUN DATA: PHYSICAL DATA
SECOND SUN Total system
MASS = 1,32474 x 1030 Kg
Density = 1,98 x 103 Kg/m3
V =m/d

Volume = 0,669 x 1027 m3
r3 = ¾ (V/ Π) = 0,15972 x 1027
Radius = 0,5426 x 109 m
Diameter = 1,0852 x 109 m
Diameter Ratio to OUR SUN = 0,78

SECOND SUN DATA: PHYSICAL DATA
SECOND SUN Total system composition

Second SUN + 4 PLANETS untill Uranos crash

Second SUN + 3 PLANETS + 5 satellites after Uranus
destruction (after 13 feb 2017)

Names of the acquired 5 satellites :
Miranda - Ariel – Umbriel - Titania - Oberon

SECOND SUN DATA: ORBITAL DATA
SECOND SUN Total system
Orbit Lenght = 4217,8 years (from Holy Bible and Crop Circles)
Orbit Lenght = 261,05 A.U.
Eliptical orbit shape (semiaxis ratio) = 0,66
last Afelio direction = Sagittarius λ Sgr / δ Sgr
with Orbital inclination to solar system ecliptic plane = 33°
(before year 2000)
last orbit Perielio focus = OUR SUN (0,33 A.U.)
Entered in the Solar System at 4-8-2013 – distance 45,45 A.U.
(from Crop Circles)

The Second SUN seen from Earth

SECOND SUN – EARTH distance
SECOND SUN radius

r = Semidiameter of the SECOND SUN seen from the EARTH

SECOND SUN DIMENSIONs in THE SKY
Referring to its distance + 3 planets references
DIAMETRO Km
DIAMETER Km
1.390.000

DATA
DATE

distanza U.A.
Distance A.U.
1

arctg GRADI
arctg degrees
0,530925693

arc seconds
decimal
1911,33

arc minutes
decimal
31,86

SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
URANO - URANUS
SECOND SUN

1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
50.000
1.085.200

01/01/2004
24/08/2010
04/08/2013
29/10/2015
13/10/2016

84
60
45
30
20
20
16

0,004934713
0,006908598
0,009211464
0,013817195
0,020725792
0,00095493
0,02590724

17,76
24,87
33,16
49,74
74,61
3,44
93,27

0,30
0,41
0,55
0,83
1,24
0,06
1,55

SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SATURNO
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
GIOVE - JUPITER
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN
SECOND SUN

1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
108.700
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
138.000
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200
1.085.200

13/02/2017
05/03/2017
24/03/2017
11/04/2017
27/04/2017
13/05/2017

15
14
13
12
11
10
10
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
3
2
1

0,027634389
0,029608274
0,031885833
0,034542985
0,037683255
0,041451579
0,004152034
0,046057309
0,051814469
0,059216531
0,069085944
0,082903115
0,010542423
0,103628854
0,138171688
0,207257029
0,414508634

99,48
106,59
114,79
124,35
135,66
149,23
14,95
165,81
186,53
213,18
248,71
298,45
37,95
373,06
497,42
746,13
1492,23

1,66
1,78
1,91
2,07
2,26
2,49
0,25
2,76
3,11
3,55
4,15
4,97
0,63
6,22
8,29
12,44
24,87

SOLE - SUN

02/01/2017

25/05/2017
06/06/2017
16/06/2017
25/06/2017
03/07/2017
10/07/2017
15/07/2017
18/07/2017
21/07/2017

arc minutes

1' 15"

1' 33"
1' 39"

SUN to SECOND SUN comparison
If the SUN seen from Earth zoomed Then the Second Sun seen
Would have this dimension
from Earth with same zoom
would have these
dimensions
16 A.U.
15 A.U. 13-2-2017
12 A.U. 11-4-2017
10 A.U. 13-5-2017
5 A.U.

3-7-2017

Let’s compare the SECOND SUN dimension to the
ɛ psc star dimension on the 25-1-2017 pic taken

ɛ psc HIP 4906

Mag 4,25

1,4 cm = 1’ 25”

15’ arc = 15,76 cm

(1,05 cm/ 1’ arc)

https://archive.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/dss_form?target=hip4906&resolver=NED

ζ psc A
Mag 5..2

SECOND SUN PIC TAKEN 25-1-2017
Calculated dimensions – let’s see if they real
Camera: Canon EOS 1100 D
ZOOM: 55 – 250 mm messo a 55 mm
5 sec exposition - 6400 ISO
The tail movement on the ɛ psc
is due to the initial camera
movement during shot
On the RED objes this is not
because the RED take more
time to excite the CCD pixels.
Other white stars less shining
do not have snaky tail.
See next pic

1’ 35”
1’ 25”

ɛ psc
HIP 4906
Mag 4,25

“Second Sun” - 25-1-2017
ζ psc A
Mag 5..2

Other white stars
less shining
do not have snaky tails

ɛ psc
HIP 4906
Mag 4,25

“SECOND SUN” Same proportions of “ɛ psc” star

THE COMPARISON
Dimension from the table
should be
1’ 35”
Same dimension as the

ɛ psc star down here

From the 1,4 cm = 1’ 25”

“SECOND SUN” and “ɛ psc” star
THE COMPARISON
The clear proof IS NOW under your eyes
NIBIRU?
PLANET 9?
PLANET 10?
PLANET x?

Holy Virgin Mary in Anguera says:
An extraordinary phenomenon will happen in Europe. The men will
not explain it. When men will witness the rise of the great light, just
know that it is near the big final battle. Men will call it "second sun".
3199 - 11.8.2009

When the men will see it, they will
call it “SECOND SUN”

“SECOND SUN” Conclusions
1 – All the calculated data of mass, density, volume and dimensions is (and
was) correct and complys to the DISTANCEs computed since April 2014. The
S.S. (orbit 4217,8 Years / 261,05 A.U.) 2200 Years before Christ went near
by our Solar System producing the DILUVE / Great FLOOD, Pluto orbit tilting
and Uranus 90° axis tilting. and this is the TRUTH. Do not be fooled by fake
stories. Holy Bible is the “word of God”, and if not satisfyed, make a
research on the past (avoid wikipedia and net infos) and you will find that
the GREAT FLOOD is reported also in INCAS, INDIOS, INDIANS, GREEC,
MESOPOTAMY & many other cultures ancient “books-graffiti-papirs”
2 – The DISTANCEs computed in the time scheduling come from the Excel
spreadsheets available on the web (link follows) since time with an accurate
step period of 0,02 A.U. beginning in 1985.
3 – The SECOND SUN GRAPHIC calculated ORBIT was correctly understood
from ANGELs CROP CIRCLEs where from the top view position we resolved
and found the real SKY POSITION during its approaching. Here again
reported

COMPUTED DATA FOR S.S. POSITIONING on ECLIPTIC
PLANE TOP VIEW – “Hour:min degrees” toward “RA / DEC”
Reference to URANUS at 12-10-2016

URANUS
ORBIT 20 A.U.

SECOND SUN 30 A.U.
29-10-2015

SECOND SUN ORBIT
SECOND SUN 45,45 A.U.
4-8-2013

COMPUTED DATA FOR S.S. POSITIONING on ECLIPTIC
PLANE TOP VIEW – “Hour:min degrees” toward “RA / DEC”
Reference to URANUS at 12-10-2016

SECOND SUN 10 A.U.
13 May 2017

SECOND SUN 20 A.U.
13-10-2016
SECOND SUN 30 A.U.
29-10-2015

Uranus ORBIT
Uranus Juan 2017

ζ psc A

ɛ psc

HIP 3786
EC
LI
PLA PTIC
NE

URANUS 3-Oct 13
SECOND SUN position
WHERE WE FOUND IT at
25-1-2017
SECOND SUN position
Presumed at 22-1-2017 thru
CROP CIRCLEs decoding
-1,6° 22-1-17 16,0 A.U.

SECOND SUN
ORBIT graphically
CALCULATED THRU
CROP CIRCLES

SECOND SUN: sky postion
25-1-2017

HIP3786

Correct position
Computed position

SECOND SUN
This was the confused start

SECOND SUN
This was the confusing start

Something they got at that time,
then many speculations have
been made on the subject later
on to fold up the new not to
scare people. They could not
know of course the right
distance.. but
OUR CALCULATIONS
MEETS the “beyond 7 billions
miles” (12.6 billions Km). They
where only 2.8 billions miles
wrong. Not much of course
A.U distance

Km distance

speed
millionKm/day

date

SECOND SUN
This was the confused start
Let’s now return to our days.
We still find some people that states that planet x is ONLY 10 times
the Earth. Do you imagine a “small rock” 1/10 of Jupiter far as
never it could be, tilting the Solar system Ecliptic and engraving its
force since 1984?
Now many still speculate on else data stating a roughly orbit lenght
but still do not know where it is. Practically is like solving a 4
degrees equation with w, x, y, z as unknowns, knowing only x.
Many are amateur astronomers of course as we are many others
not. Not even simple maths rules are there to be applied correctly.
But unfortunately people today are learnt with smartphones and of
course all get “smarts while simply stupid”. Get out there

“SECOND SUN” Conclusions
4 – ALL the images found on the net/youtube where someone shows
pics of S.S. during day are FAKE, and during night are fake also
because have no reference to anything
5 - the images found on the net/youtube where someone shows pics of
S.S. with more than 4 planets are also ALL FAKE

CROP CIRCLES are from Heaven and do not lie. You cannot decide this,
even if you do not like it as real truth, believing in:

“smarts while simply stupid”

6 – The SECOND SUN PERIELIO FOCUS now is OUR SUN POSITION,
where the max speed will be reached on the very last few seconds
before the Sun IMPACT and will be at the speed of light, generating a
small BLACK HOLE.

the Earth will be covered by
darkness. The darkness will be released by the immense light *. A
mystery that exists in the great bright light will be revealed. 2793 31.01.2007 [* the light is OUR SUN]

The Holy Virgin Mary in Anguera says:

Here the previous theoretical view of the Ecliptic plane before the tilt
SATURN
DISTANCE

URANUS DISTANCE
NEPTUNE DISTANCE

SUN

PLUTO ORBIT PLANE
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The fire will burn the light* and there
will be a big explosion. 2540 25.06.2005
The Second Sun has tilted the
ECLIPTIC PLANE of about 8.5°
Solar System ECLIPTIC PLANE
is ON THE SAME PLANE of the
SECOND SUN. This is visible
by looking at the SECOND
SUN POSITION taken in the
25-1-2017 pic, slightly above
the computed position just a
bit below the line of ζ psc A
and ɛ psc . All the previous
references now are gone, We
have to consider it now as on
the same level as our solar
system

Also other Universities has said the same in October 2016.
Oh no, no, no……. My dear friends
SECOND SUN is already here
You can see it, you can smell it and you can taste it
2000 to 2800 Earthquakes in Italy every 8 days it means
12 every hours
one every 5 minutes
NOTHING is Happening?

Hubble's Slice of Sagittarius

Jan. 19, 2017

This stunning image, captured by the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope’s Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS), shows part of the
sky in the constellation of Sagittarius (The Archer). The region is
rendered in exquisite detail — deep red and bright blue stars are
scattered across the frame, set against a background of thousands
of more distant stars and galaxies. Two features are particularly
striking: the colors of the stars, and the dramatic crosses that burst
from the centers of the brightest bodies. Image credit:
ESA/Hubble & NASA
Text credit: European Space Agency .

One thing is sure, satellites won’t last long. They will go out of order
in few weeks time for earth axis tilting (CROP CIRCLE credit). Using
Hubble they are following the S.S. orbit, because they hope it will at
least happen as on the Great Flood time, but….. They do not really
know the final happening yet, so we can give them a better credit:

The day will come when the earth
will be wrapped in thick darkness. The men beg for help and they will
not know where to go 3.186 - July 13, 2009

The Holy Virgin Mary in Anguera says:

The men will bring within the earth that will be cause for destruction of
many regions. 3107 - 10/01/2009

A fire will cause destruction in the land of ice. From the depths it will be
great devastation for men. 3.342 - July 8, 2010

Nobody can escape the wrath of God. Men know how to escape
from each other, but how to escape from the Lord? It is born from
injustice, but his end will come from justice. God is always the same.
He is Mercy and Justice. 2484 - 17.02.2005

“SECOND SUN” Conclusions
Of course we know scientists do not know anything
about the Second Sun Coming, so they say. So we’ll leave
them there with their stuff. By the way I can say:
8 – Any stupid assertion denying the Second Sun present PERIELIO focus,
means that it hasn’t been clearly understood the matter. The Second Sun
orbit does not have a revolution toward the same point each time, because
it has a SPIRAL ORBIT. See next slide
9 – for amateur astronomer the SECOND SUN ORBIT calculation excel file
can be downloaded here:
http://www.royaldevice.com/1/DATA/SECOND-SUN-ORBIT-DATA-25-51985-21-7-2017.xls
The orbit calculation is devided into 3 spreadsheets and cover the S.S.
approacing our SUN starting from 130 A.U. on the 25.5.1985 up to the 21st
July 2017 when the CRASH will be

Second Sun ORBIT – not to scale
4217 years ago the Second Sun + its orbiting planets arrived at a distance not too
dangerous to Solar System, but some problems were made as the GREAT FLOOD
on Earth, tilting of Plutos orbit, 90° URANUS axis tilting too, then went back, but its
orbit is not fixed but slides as shown. Now it will be the LAST TIME

Solar system plane
NOT TO SCALE

2017
4217 years ago
The great flood
Plutos orbit tilting
URANUS orbit tilt 90°
Second SUN Orbit sliding

0

JESUS CHRIST CAME HERE TO ADVISE US
Mattew 24, 21 for at that time there will be great
tribulation, such as has not been since the
beginning of the world until now, nor ever will be.
UNIVERSE CREATION STARTED
6004 to 5873 YEARS AGO in a SUDDEN, GOD the FATHER then gave
LIMITS to space and time.

SCIENTISTS LOOKING AT UNIVERSE HALT - HOLDING ON - STOPPED
(speed of light is negligible for GOD) GUESS IT HAS BILLION YEARS
foolishing everything. You too maybe, but do not be fool
For better understanding
Just take a glass bottle full of “water”
Throw it with force to the ground
It wil crash everything down in a mess
Then go in your garden
Take an ant and put it nearby the mess and ask her how much time she
will be able to make the same, or how much time it took you to make
that mess. The example gives the idea but is worst than that.
With a microbe the example is better, but i do not think you will be able
to manage it. Now, who is the microbe not understanding a thing?

Dear children, the earth is full of wickedness and my poor children walk
as blind driving blind. You still have long years of hard trials. Come
back to Jesus. Those who hear his words will experience great joy. In the
Last day will be proclaimed blessed by the Father. What Jesus has
reserved for his it has never been seen by human eyes and no man has
ever experienced. After all the tribulation, which it will change the whole
earth geographically, the fiat of God will transform everything and men
will live fully happy. Rejoice in the Lord. Don't get away from prayer.
The sincere and perfect prayer transforms you and brings you closer to
my Son Jesus. Don't go back. Go Forward without fear. This is the
message I give you today in the name of the Holy Trinity. Thanks for
allowing me to reunite you here once again. I bless you in the name of
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen. Be at peace. 3.961 - 1 april
2014

This file is downloadable at:
http://www.royaldevice.com/1/DATA/nibiru-now-the-real-truth.pdf
All the SECOND SUN happenings given by the Holy Virgin Mary in
Anguera is at: http://www.royaldevice.com/secondo%20sole.html

Because when “HUBBLE no more” at least you know who to
refuge to with your prayers, WHILE YOU KNOW WHAT IS
HAPPENING and till when

SECOND SUN

